**Browsing Photography**

| TR1-TR15 | general, historical |
| TR144    | works before 1850   |
| TR145    | works after 1850    |
| TR146-TR151 | manuals, techniques |
| TR287-TR500 | photographic processing and darkroom techniques |
| TR510-TR545 | color photography |

| TR640-TR688 | artistic photography |
| TR645.A-TR646.Z | photography by place |
| TR647.A-TR647.Z | individual photographers |
| TR651-TR655 | photography chronological |
| TR659 | architectural photography |
| TR660 | landscape photography |
| TR680-TR681 | portraits |
| TR820 | photojournalism |

**Reference**

**Grove’s Art Online**
http://www.oxfordartonline.com
Scholarly art encyclopedia, contains artist biographies, as well explanations of artistic periods, terms and bibliographies.

**A History of Women Photographers**
Reserve TR139 .R67 2000

**A New History of Photography**
Reserve TR 15 .N6813 1998

**The History of Photography**
Reserve TR15 .N47 1982

**Seizing the Light: a Social History of Photography**
Reserve TR15 .H557 2009

**An American Century of Photography**
Reserve TR23 .H35 1999

**Photography: A Cultural History**
Reserve TR15 .M273 2002

**Article Databases**

**Art Retrospective/Art Full Text**
http://www.hwwilsonweb.com
Indexes and provides access to over 600 art and design professional publications, magazines and journals from 1929 to the present. Provides full-text, PDF or html, access to 160 of these titles.

**Finding Images**

**ARTstor**
http://www.artstor.org
Provides high quality access to over a million images, including those from the Larry Qualls Archive, Magnum, George Eastman House and others.

**American Memory, Library of Congress**
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/index.html
This digital collection includes a variety of materials, including many photographs that document the history and development of America.

**NYPL Digital Library**
http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/
Provides access to over 685,000 digitized images from New York Public Library’s collection.

---

Jerry Uelsmann, *Sky House*  
Uta Barth, *Field #1*  
Sally Mann, *Landscape*  
Gordon Parks, *American Gothic*  
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